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The Wonderkind business analysis publishing business plan executive summary and has directed business-consulting
presentations to the Credit Suisse First.

Of course, if this particular prospect does not agree to purchase, the sales person will call another user in the
firm. Actual sales achieved were about 3 per person, which accounts for the sales bulge in those shown on the
sales worksheet. Creating Successful Business Plan. This timeline will overlap the dates in the first two
timelines, because it incorporates all three steps in the marketing process. To have 10, more two-year
subscriptions sold. This cost will be eliminated by having my family do the updates. A Production and
Publishing Timeline. I contemplate three significant improvements in this process: The quarterly cycle is
arbitrary. Note that withdrawals for management fees and to pay taxes on earnings by stockholders subchapter
S corporation are not included in this presentation. Discounts will continue to be offered to subscribers as an
inducement for: Early payment of new subscriptions Early payment of renewal subscriptions Multiple sets in
the same firm Upgrade from a few states to a full set Special deals for association members SELLING
TACTICS Three selling approaches have been used by Able Bakery publications, with mixed results: Direct
Mail Over 25, pieces have been sent out, resulting in about 60 sales. To sell an average of  The platform and
relationship growth you establish in pre-release creates connections which turn into opportunities later on.
These numbers will vary, but all authors will have these costs â€” and should plan them wisely. Since that
time there has been little focus on this product and fewer than 5 sales per month come from this source.
Sample distribution, organizational sales, and direct mail to targeted lists of artists will be utilized to build
subscriptions. We will appeal to motivated college students who are frustrated with the lack of response and
organization of internship programs at large corporations. There is always another user in each firm who will
listen. Controlling costs while spending the maximum on subscription marketing in year one. The goal of the
Guide is of course to eliminate all rejects. To be clear: A business plan is not a book proposal. Competitive
Advantage: Our competitive advantage is two fold: There is currently no other investment publication that
taps into the collective collegiate intellect. Experienced Sales People Some of the sales people who worked for
me on past projects are now available to work for the Guide as independent contractors, and I will contract
with two of them, one in the East and one in the West. A little advertising was done and a public relations
piece was put out, both with little effect. Spend no money on indirect sales methods, such as advertising,
although creative, low-cost ideas will be pursued. How to do this? If you have expertise in a relevant area,
consider speaking at conferences, libraries, or even coffee houses. Therefore, these costly frills will be avoided
until Stage Two.


